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ABSTRACT
Content recommendation systems (recommenders) are per-

vasive. Although recommenders have been primarily devised

to account for users interests with respect to the content cat-

alog, it is a matter of fact that mobile users are typically

served by unreliable networks, subject to losses and low

QoS. Can content recommenders compensate for low QoS?

We conducted measurements over the Internet, and verify

that making requests a bit trendier can hit much closer con-

tent, suggesting conditions under which recommenders can

compensate for low QoS, at zero costs for the operator.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Content recommenders and caches are two fundamental

pillars in the Internet ecosystem. While recommenders such

as those used by Netflix influence a significant portion of

users demands, caches such as deployed by Akamai serve a

vast amount of content to end users. Caches reduce the load

on custodians, decrease the latency for users, and benefit

network infrastructure reducing the traffic over bottlenecks.

Given the benefits of caching, a significant effort has been

invested in order to improve cache performance. In particular,

similarity caching [1] and cost-aware caching [8] are some
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of the various recent developments in that domain [2, 5, 7].

Such advances, in turn, suggest novel opportunities but also

pose new challenges in the realm of content distribution.

The basic idea behind similarity caching and cost-aware

caching consists in determining both the similarity between

contents and the cost to serve and/or retrieve a content, and

then make decisions about which content to store and/or

serve based on such assessments. Themultiple dimensions in-

volved in the problem are intertwined, and optimal decisions

are non trivial. In particular, a user consuming a content not

stored in a local cache may experience low quality of service

(QoS), and may prefer to rely on a content recommender to

find a title that suits its expectations both in terms of content

as well as in terms of QoS, motivating our research question:

can a recommender compensate for low QoS?
In this poster, we report results on Internet measurements

indicating the feasibility of characterizing the QoS at which

different items can be served. Given such characterization,

and information about the content recommendation graph,

we present findings to support conditions under which we

have an affirmative answer to our main question.

Related work. There is a large body of work on recom-

menders andQoS, and on the interplay between the two [3, 6].

However, to the best of our knowledge there are no mea-

surements to (a) quantify the extent at which QoS degrades

as a function of the trendiness of contents, and (b) assess
the extent at which recommenders can compensate for QoS.

Our goal is to fill that gap, presenting measurements of the

content recommendation graph and of the delays incurred

to access those contents.

2 METHODOLOGY
Popular content is known to be cached close to users. In

YouTube, a list of trending contents is presented to users at

their home page. Beyond such remarkably trending contents,

which other contents are cached closer to users? How do

different features, such as number of views, impact close-

ness? To answer those questions, we rely on YouTube recom-

mender and network measurements. We use YouTube API

to access the recommendation system and generate recom-

mendation graphs for each trending content by performing

a Breadth-First Search (BFS) through the network of recom-

mendations [3]. Then, we emulate a request towards each of

the videos, and determine the server providing that video.
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Wemeasured network level features, using ping and tracer-

oute towards video servers, and group the videos into two

clusters based on those metrics. Let 𝐶 denote an indicator

variable, equal to 1 if our measurements suggest that the

video is cached close to our measurement vantage point, and

0 otherwise. Then, we computed correlations between𝐶 and

metrics related to the recommenders, as detailed below.

Videos distances from recommender viewpoint. To

determine the distance between videos, we consider a walk

in the recommendation tree, where nodes and edges corre-

spond to videos and video recommendations. The children

of a node are ordered based on their position in the recom-

mendation list, which is also referred to as the node width.
Correspondingly, the distance between any node and the root

is the node depth. In case of repeated recommendations, the

first one from the root is taken into account for the purpose

of computing the above metrics (see [3] for details).

Recommender and network correlation. Let𝑊 and

𝐷 be the video width and depth, respectively. We observed

negative correlations of -0.19 and -0.23 between 𝐶 and the

above two metrics, respectively. Such correlations quantify

the tendency that videos closer to the root of the recom-

mender graph are closer in the cache network, and motivate

the analysis that follows.

3 RECOMMENDERS AGAINST LOW QOS
To answer our main research question, we conduct experi-

ments simulating scenarios in which a user randomly starts

selecting one of the most trending videos, followed by videos

from subsequent recommendation lists. These lists are pre-

sented in 2 ways: (i) the original order, i.e., like they would be
in YouTube and (ii) according to an algorithm that prioritizes

cached videos, the Cache-Aware & BFS-related Recommen-

dations (CABaRet) [3]. CABaRet recommendations replace

some non-cached videos by cached counterparts, and or-

der the videos in a way that cached videos are preferably

presented at the top of the recommendation lists.

To determine whether a video is cached or not, we lever-

age our measurements as described in the previous section.

In particular, we use the inferred indicator 𝐶 to determine

whether a video is cached, and to eventually increment

hit counts. While the authors of the CABaRet algorithm

assumed, shrewdly, that the top 50 trending videos were

cached, our measurements allow the application of CABaRet

algorithm with more information regarding the network

conditions of the media servers.

We compare the cache-hit ratio (CHR) produced by YouTube’s

lists of recommendations against the lists generated byCABaRet.

To that aim, we vary the mechanism through which users

select a video from a recommendation list, considering two

alternatives: uniform and Zipf. The uniform distribution as-

sumes users select videos uniformly at random, whereas

Uniform Zipf
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Figure 1: CHR varying workloads and recommenders

the Zipf distribution captures a preference towards videos

ranked in top positions [4]. We also vary the two main

CABaRet parameters: maximum depth (𝐷) and maximum

width (𝑊 ). Larger values correspond to broader searches

for cached contents in the recommendation graph, provid-

ing more flexibility for recommenders to compensate for

QoS. In particular, when 𝐷 = 1 CABaRet only reorders the

recommendations, whereas for 𝐷 = 2 it also replaces some

non-cached videos by cached alternatives.

Figure 1 shows that CABaRet easily achieves a higher

CHR than Youtube baseline. When the request workload

is uniform, CABaRet requires larger 𝐷 and𝑊 to show its

benefits. This is because both replacements and reorderings

of recommendations affect CHR under the Zipf workload,

whereas the uniform workload is insensitive to reorderings.

Summary. Combining recommender and network mea-

surements, we learned that recommendation reorderings are

sufficient to increase CHR from 0.64 to 0.89 under a Zipf

workload. Diminishing returns are gained by allowing for re-

placements of recommendations, in addition to reorderings.

In particular, allowing for replacements of videos that are at

most two hops away in the recommendation graph suffices

to reach a CHR of 0.98.
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